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1 INTRODUCTION

Unlike its neighbours, Tunisia has undergone an active transitional justice process since a massive uprising ousted its president in 2011. It has, however, had to grapple with some serious challenges and setbacks, mainly driven by the political leadership and Tunisian elites, who have attempted to limit the reach of Tunisia’s reckoning with the past. Law has served as a prominent platform on which competing visions for transitional justice have been sought. The highly controversial ‘administrative reconciliation law’, passed in September 2017, grants amnesty to civil servants guilty of corruption.¹ The Tunisian political leadership, which initiated and pushed for this law, pursues such legal manoeuvres for the alleged purpose of turning the page on the past and reviving the Tunisian economy. However, it has been met with strong opposition, mainly from Tunisian civil society and those who have suffered economic marginalisation for decades. Despite these challenges, the transitional justice process in Tunisia has allowed for a focus on certain past grievances that were unaddressed for many years. The Truth and Dignity Commission (TDC) has been at the centre of this process.

This article argues that in Tunisia’s ongoing transition where institutional reform is incomplete, a transitional justice process should still be pursued. The benefits of pursuing a transitional justice process, in a context that is not immediately conducive to it, are three-fold. First, difficult issues concerning accountability, justice, and the search for truth remain dominant in public debate circles. This is important as it ensures a continuous exchange of views, however contentious, between those directly impacted by crimes of the past and those with decision-making power at the political level. Secondly, Tunisia’s transitional justice process has allowed for a renewed focus on atrocities
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of the pre-transition period. The iconic torture cases of Faysal Baraka and the Baraket Essahel incident are two powerful examples of how Tunisia’s pursuit of transitional justice, however fraught, has provided a public platform for truth seeking and reconciliation not just for crimes of the transition itself, but of the decades leading up to it as well. Finally, Tunisia’s transitional justice process has demonstrated the powerful linkages between corruption and economic crimes and civil and political rights violations, thereby reasserting the importance that transitional justice addresses structural conflict as well as violations committed at the human rights level.

Following a brief overview of the unfolding of Tunisia’s transitional justice process, this article will then address each of the three arguments above through a critical analysis of key developments since 2011. While the literature on transitional justice in Tunisia is still in its early stages, critical transitional justice scholarship provides a useful framework to examine the merits as well as the risks involved in pursuing transitional justice in a non-paradigmatic context. There is an underlying presumption in the literature that transitional justice can only be pursued once a state has transitioned from violent, authoritarian rule to liberal, democratic rule. Tunisia’s transition, although often hailed as the only success story out of all the Arab
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The emergence of the anciens nouveaux, or the political old guard, in Tunisia’s nine successive governments since 2011 has directly influenced the course of transitional justice in Tunisia. At the helm of these anciens nouveaux is President Beji Caid Essebsi, who hails from both the regime of the first post-independence president, Habib Bourguiba, and that of his successor, Zine El Abidine Ben Ali. Essebsi appointed several Ben Ali regime officials to influential positions in his government, all while repeatedly calling on Tunisians to turn the page on the past by steering away from criminal accountability and towards so-called economic revival. The next section reviews such events that have left their mark on transitional justice in Tunisia since 2011.

2 KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN TUNISIA’S TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE: 2011-2018

Following the ouster of former President Ben Ali in January 2011, criminal accountability for corruption, economic crimes, torture and murder figured prominently in the demands of Tunisian civil society. Prosecutions of former high-level government officials, including Ben Ali and several ministers, took place in military tribunals. Ben Ali fled to Saudi Arabia in January 2011. Calls for his extradition back to Tunisia were ignored. As a result, all of his trials were conducted in absentia. Several trials saw Ben Ali along with many other defendants charged with corruption, financial and human rights crimes. The defendants included former interior ministers, several high and mid-level state security officers, and police officers. The majority of the human rights charges, such as murder of protesters and attempted murder, pertained...
to crimes committed during the uprising of December 2010 and January 2011. Ben Ali was sentenced to 66 years in prison for graft, corruption, and illegal possession of weapons and drugs. He was also sentenced to life in prison in June 2012 for complicity in the wilful murder and attempted murder of protesters during the uprising. Ben Ali and his colleagues received further convictions for additional charges. Many however, were issued questionable acquittals, or had their sentences significantly reduced.

A transitional justice law was passed in 2013, after which a truth commission, called the Truth and Dignity Commission (TDC), was established. The TDC has received over 65,000 complaints since 2014, and heard thousands of testimonies detailing the horrors of atrocities committed since Tunisian independence in 1956. November 2016 marked the start of a series of televised public hearings at the TDC, which triggered a lively national debate about reckoning with the painful past. The TDC’s mandate includes the establishment of specialized chambers to prosecute certain individuals accused of crimes committed over a period of nearly 60 years in Tunisia. However, as the TDC nears the expiration of its mandate in 2018, only one case was transferred to these chambers. The TDC’s president, Sihem Bensedrine, has also been the target of allegations of corruption by members of the Essebsi government as well as former members of the TDC. Some are also frustrated with what they view as unnecessarily lengthy procedures at the TDC. As of March 2017, only 21,000 cases were closed. Bensedrine, however, underscores that the TDC has had to struggle with a low budget and that many of its tasks require lengthy bureaucratic procedures, made more difficult as a result
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of an uncooperative government.\textsuperscript{15} In March 2018, these tensions culminated in the dramatic parliamentary vote against the extension of the TDC’s mandate.\textsuperscript{16}

3 THE PAINFUL PAST: A PUBLIC DEBATE

The TDC and proponents of transitional justice in Tunisia faced a new threat to their search for truth, accountability, and justice when Essebsi proposed a reconciliation bill in 2015. This law, which was revised under great pressure and subsequently passed in September 2017, grants amnesty to civil servants accused of corruption, who are then required to return their ill-gotten gains to the state. This is an ostensible attempt to revive the Tunisian economy and, as Essebsi publicly urged Tunisians previously, to turn the page on the past.\textsuperscript{17}

The so-called ‘administrative reconciliation law’ effectively created a transitional justice process that runs counter to the TDC’s mandate and to the Tunisian constitution. The law stirred great controversy and gave rise to civil society movements, such as the Manich Msamah (‘I will not forgive’) campaign, as well as the more recent #Fech_Nestanneh (‘What are we waiting for’) campaign.\textsuperscript{18} Thousands of activists, journalists, lawyers, victims, and frustrated youth have repeatedly taken to the streets to demonstrate against the enactment of laws they view as unjust as well as against continued economic inequality, low income, and high unemployment. The Finance Act, which came into force on 1 January 2018, was the latest such legal move which triggered widespread protests as it resulted in austerity measures that raised the price of basic food and goods, further disadvantaging Tunisia’s poor.\textsuperscript{19}

The current Tunisian government has had a direct impact on the course of transitional justice. The Essebsi government has aimed to


limit the reach of the TDC in at least two ways. First, it blocked the TDC’s access to presidential archives, which may contain evidence of government officials’ responsibility for past crimes. Following a lawsuit filed by the TDC against the presidency, the archives became accessible, but not the interior ministry archives.20 The president of the TDC, Sihem Bensedrine, noted that the difficulties in accessing such information presented a major obstacle to the work of the TDC ‘because the police were the spine that supported the dictatorial system’.21 Second, the Essebsi government passed the controversial administrative reconciliation law, in violation of the TDC’s mandate and the Tunisian constitution. This law created a parallel transitional justice process that effectively stripped the TDC of one of its primary responsibilities – to expose and account for corruption at all levels – to the greatest extent possible. In a high-profile testimony by Imed Trabelsi in May 2017, Tunisians were shocked as they listened for the first time to the ways in which corruption was carried out during the Ben Ali-years.22 Trabelsi is the nephew of Leila Trabelsi, Ben Ali’s wife, and a former influential businessman. The revised administrative reconciliation law should not prevent such testimonies by high-level officials from being heard. The automatic amnesty granted to the civil servants who also participated in corruption undermines the TDC’s work. Given the structural nature of corruption and economic crimes, the Essebsi government has essentially amputated a large part of the story by burying potential testimonies under the guise of economic revival.

The concurrent and contradictory streams of transitional justice unfolding in Tunisia have, nevertheless, ensured that the issues of accountability, justice, truth-seeking and reconciliation remain dominant in public debate circles. Despite the logistical, financial, and political challenges faced by the TDC, it continues to serve as a public platform for testimonies that recount stories of torture, marginalisation, and other abuses. Demonstrations, strikes, and sit-ins continue to serve as a powerful means to express dissatisfaction with government policies, including those having to do with clamping down on transitional justice. This is important as it ensures a continuous exchange of views, however contentious, between those directly impacted by crimes of the past, and those with decision-making power at the political level.

21 Sihem Bensedrine quoted in ‘Tunisia Struggles to Hold Former Regime to Account’, available at <www.ft.com/content/501f8704-d34a-11e5-8887-98e7fe46f27> (accessed on 1 April 2018).
Tunisia’s transitional justice process has allowed for a renewed focus on certain open wounds of the past. The iconic torture cases of Faysal Barakat and Baraket Essahel are two powerful examples of how Tunisia’s pursuit of transitional justice, however fraught, has provided a public platform for truth-seeking and reconciliation. These two contrasting cases emphatically demonstrate that the atrocities of both the Bourguiba- and Ben Ali-eras will not go unaddressed, so long as the current momentum for transitional justice continues. They also present a fascinating example of how cases that began as ‘ordinary justice’ cases have transformed into ‘transitional justice’ cases. This section examines the implications of Faysal Barakat and Baraket Essahel as iconic cases with contrasting outcomes.

Abdallah Qallel was Minister of Interior in Tunisia from 1991 to 1995. In 2001, while undergoing heart surgery in a Geneva hospital, Abdennacer Nait-Liman filed a complaint with the prosecutor in Geneva. Nait-Liman was tortured in a Ministry of Interior detention cell in Tunisia in 1992, following a violent crackdown by security forces on an alleged coup plot in 1991. Over 240 members of the Tunisian military suspected of ties with the Islamist opposition party Ennahda were detained and tortured by interior ministry officials, who claimed that the military was planning a coup to overthrow Ben Ali and his regime. This case became known as Baraket Essahel, named after the town in which the alleged coup plot took place in 1991. But Abdallah Qallel fled to Switzerland before the police were able to arrest him.

The Baraket Essahel case remained dormant until 2011, when 17 victims of the crackdown – mainly mid-ranking military officers – filed a case against Abdallah Qallel, Ben Ali and 12 other government and security officials for their alleged role in the torture of those detained in Baraket Essahel. The permanent Military Court of Tunis sentenced Abdallah Qallel, Ben Ali and several others to four years in prison in November 2011. In April 2012, these sentences were reduced by half. In 2014, Qallel and his colleagues were freed when an appeals court reduced their sentences again to time served.

Moncef Marzouki, who was President of Tunisia in 2012, delivered an official state apology to the victims of Baraket Essahel. It is worth mentioning that Moncef Marzouki was an outspoken human rights activist during the Ben Ali-years. In June 2014, a law was enacted to elevate the ranks of the Baraket Essahel officers to where they would
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have been had they not been stripped of their positions 23 years earlier. As Sharan Grewal put it: ‘For the officers of the Baraket Essahel affair, perhaps more so than for other Tunisians, the revolution has truly brought transitional justice.’

This is in stark contrast to the case of Faysal Barakat, a 25-year-old student, who was a member of the Ennahda party. In 1991, Faysal criticised the Tunisian government in a televised interview. He was detained and tortured to death later that day. The police said he died in a car accident but witnesses, at the same police station, provided testimonies to Amnesty International, in which they described Faysal’s screams as he was tortured for hours. They said he was found ‘slumped in a corridor, unconscious, his body contorted in the position used in the “roast chicken” torture method – where the victim is tied to a horizontal pole with hands and feet crossed over and tied together. His face was bruised, and he had cuts around the eyes.’

The UN Committee Against Torture requested the exhumation of Faysal’s body in 1999, but it wasn’t carried out until 14 years later in March 2013, and it wasn’t until December 2016 when a Tunisian court issued 21 indictments for torture in the case of Faysal Baraket. At the same time, Faysal Barakat’s brother, Jamel, gave a public testimony at the TDC, thereby drawing renewed attention to the fate of his brother and the unresolved search for accountability. The case has been repeatedly stalled since the 21 indictments were issued in December 2016. This stalling of Faysal Barakat’s case is a reminder of the influence political leaderships wield on the course of criminal justice in Tunisia.

The multiple – and questionable – acquittals of senior government officials combined with the highly controversial reconciliation law that grants immunity from prosecution for corruption all point to the impact of the emergence of the *anciens nouveaux* – the old guard which has morphed into the post-transition governments – on transitional justice in Tunisia. The power of the Baraket Essahel state apology, followed by the legal measures undertaken as a form of reparative justice for the victims, lies in the acknowledgement of an iconic case that symbolized a legacy of torture. While the Faysal Barakat case has not yet concluded, its re-emergence more than 25 years since Faysal’s death nevertheless signifies how difficult it will be for such iconic cases, that dot a decades-long legacy of torture, to be erased from Tunisian collective memory. Tunisia’s post-2011 transitional justice process has
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served as both a public platform for the airing of the gruesome details of past atrocities, while also drawing attention to the fact that many of these cases continue to linger in opaque judicial chambers.

5 THE SOCIAL JUSTICE ROOTS OF TUNISIA’S TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE

Tunisia’s transitional justice process has demonstrated the intricate linkages between corruption and economic crimes, and civil and political rights violations. In doing so, it has reasserted the importance of addressing structural conflict as well as violations committed at the human rights level within a transitional justice framework. Tunisia’s human rights movement itself is grounded in the struggle against economic inequality and marginalization. A strike in 1978 triggered the formation of an organised civil society movement that sought better working conditions, benefits, an increase in the minimum wage, and an easing of high unemployment. Collective calls to address these demands were made in a series of powerful mini-uprisings over the course of decades that ultimately led to the 2010-2011 massive anti-government uprising that ousted Ben Ali. The bread riots of 1984, the Gafsa revolt of 2008, and all the workers strikes and sit-ins that took place in between, are just a few examples that represent the daily struggle for economic justice, especially for the interior regions of Tunisia, which have historically and systematically been marginalised in comparison to the coastal regions.

This struggle, however, is only part of the story. Corruption and economic crimes were perpetrated in concurrence with, or indeed through the perpetration of, civil and political rights abuses. The right to freedom of expression, the right to assemble, and the right to freedom from torture and arbitrary detention were all systematically violated under both the Bourguiba and Ben Ali regimes. The Ben Ali regime in particular propped itself up through mass corruption and economic crimes by severely oppressing swathes of the population who voiced their dissatisfaction with the dire state of economic inequality. The lavish lifestyles of the Ben Ali and Trabelsi families, funded by ill-gotten funds, are just one example of the ways in which corruption upheld the authoritarian regime.27

Tunisian labour unions and workers’ movements, combined with protesters’ demands for social justice during the uprising constituted major factors that ensured Ben Ali and others would be tried for corruption. Scholars have long criticized the tendency of transitional justice practitioners to address civil and political rights violations at the
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expense of addressing economic violence. Sharp describes economic violence as the ‘blind spot of transitional justice’.\textsuperscript{28} In her discussion on Egypt, Abou-El-Fadl notes that conventional transitional justice falls short of addressing the ousted regime’s violation of social and economic rights.\textsuperscript{29} But the daily visibility of corruption and unequal access to economic resources is a major factor in the way Tunisia, and other parts of the Arab region, conceptualise injustice. The corruption-heavy charges in the trials that have already taken place, and the continued pre-occupation with the question of granting amnesty to corrupt officials for the purposes of economic reconciliation, demonstrate that Tunisia is beyond the recent debates calling for the merging of the two sets of rights in transitional justice mechanisms.\textsuperscript{30}

6 CONCLUSION

It is difficult to imagine a rigorous public debate surrounding questions of justice, accountability and reconciliation without a transitional justice process in place. The tug of war regarding criminal accountability between the governing elites and civil society – neither of which, of course, holds homogenous views – has enhanced the debate about how Tunisians wish to reckon with their painful past. In the context of an ongoing transition, whereby influential figures from the old guard have morphed into the post-transition governments, such questions are all the more complex and pertinent to a society reeling from decades of oppression. It remains to be seen how justice expectations will evolve over time.

Moreover, Tunisia’s transitional justice process has served as an effective mechanism through which iconic torture cases of the past were revived and addressed in a highly public manner. The state apology for victims of the Baraket Essahel incident and the ongoing case of Faysal Barakat are both powerful demonstrations of the importance of having a transitional justice mechanism in place to advance the search for truth and reparations for the multiple legacies of atrocities in the pre-transition period, as well as for those committed during the transition itself. Finally, Tunisia’s transitional justice process has emphatically demonstrated the intricate linkages of corruption and


socio-economic rights with civil and political rights. As protests against economic policies and the clampdown on freedom of expression continue, it is crucial to re-think if and how transitional justice can serve as an adequate mechanism through which such grievances can be addressed.